Wishing You A Speedy Recovery
Supplies:
 Stamps: On the Mend (Lawn Fawn)
 Ink: Tuxedo Black Memento ink (Tsukineko); E50, E51, E53 Copic
markers (Copic)
 Paper: Stamper’s Select White CS (papertrey ink); Double Dutch
Collection (Lily Bee Designs)
 Accessories: bone folder, paper snips, glue dots, Craft scissors,
Googlies (Stampin’ Up!); Honeydew baker’s twine (The Twinery);
Chartreuse Vintage button (papertrey ink)

Dimensions:
 Stamper’s Select White CS: a 4 ¼” x 11” piece and scrap pieces
 Key Lime Pie DP: a 2” x 5 ¼” piece
 Honeydew baker’s twine: a 32” piece
 1 button
Directions:
1. Fold the 4 ¼” x 11” piece of White CS in half, with a bone folder, creating a 4 ¼” x 5 ½” card base. Set aside for a
moment.
2. Stamp the bandaid image onto a scrap piece of White CS, using Tuxedo Black Memento ink.
3. Color in the bandaid image, using E50, E51 and E53 Copic markers.
4. Cut out the bandaid image, as close to the lines as possible, using paper snips.
5. Repeat steps 2-4, creating four more bandaids.
6. Stick the 2” x 5 ¼” piece of Key Lime Pie DP to the front to the card, on an angle, using double sided adhesive. My
DP is 1 ¼” down from the top left hand corner and ⅝” down from the top right hand corner.
7. Open the card and cut off any overhanging DP, using paper snips.
8. Stamp the greeting on the card, directly under the Key Lime DP, using Tuxedo Black Memento ink.
9. Leaving a 6” tail, wrap the 32” piece of Honeydew baker’s twine twice around the card front, on the same angle as
the DP, and tie the ends into a knot.
10. Thread each end of the twine up through the button holes and tie them into a bow. Trim the ends of the twine, if
necessary, using Craft scissors.
11. Stick the button to the front of the card, using a glue dot.
12. Lay the five cut out bandaids on the front of the card, as shown, for proper placement.
13. Once you have proper placement, stick the bandaids to the card, using double sided adhesive.
14. Open the card and cut off any overhanging portions of the bandaids, using paper snips.
15. Stick two self adhesive googlie eyes to one of the bandaids. You’re done!
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